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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT
Stephanie Rios, Paralegal Medical Malpractice

This month our Employee Spotlight is on
Stephanie Rios, a paralegal in our Medical Malpractice
division who has been with BJM Law since 2014.

At home, Stephanie is the mom who does it all.
Even though she works full time, she doesn’t miss a
beat with regards to her children or her home life.

When Stephanie walks into a room, she lights it up
with her infectious smile. Her clients immediately feel
a connection because of her welcoming personality.

She is dedicated to showing her children that family
is the circle of strength and life’s greatest blessing.
Whether it’s out on the field, at dance lessons or
school functions, helping with homework or snuggling
on the couch, she juggles it all.

As our Medical Malpractice continues to thrive, so
does Stephanie. Her ability to relate to clients who
have been though complete devastation cultivates our
mantra #ourbjmteamisfamily.
We think it is her compassion and sympathy comes
from her home life. Stephanie wears her heart on her
sleeve and prides herself on her family.

There is no doubt that through it all, Stephanie is
an essential piece to the puzzle here at the firm and
we are glad she is part of our work family. One last fun
fact about Stephanie… She makes the best Spanish
Rice ever!!!

BJM LAW HAPPENINGS
Issue #2

BJM Law continues to keep the momentum
throughout the month of February. On February 7th we
participated in an International food day. From
Spanish rice and beans, empanadas and pernil pork,
to German potato salad, Italian meatballs Thai steak
salad with sticky rice, All American chili, and desserts
galore, it sure was a success…and by 3pm that day
you probably could sense that everyone was in a food
coma.
Over the last few weeks BJM Law has introduced 3
new team members. Let’s give a warm welcome to
Tom Houghton, Personal Injury Paralegal, Linda
Arena, Workers’ Comp Paralegal and Melissa Garbe,
Workers’ Comp Paralegal.
Each one of these individuals bring an array of
experience to the firm and we are glad they are now
part of our work family.

The list of Do Goods is off the charts this month
and even our very own BJM (Bossman) was
nominated for one!! Congrats to BJM and the
following individuals for being recognized for Do
Goods this month. Vicki, AJ, Steve, Yachai, Melissa
T, Doris, Jess, Alissa
The weather has us itching for spring to come for
sure but to hold us over, we are thinking about indoor
fun. For our next team building event, we took a poll
and we are pretty sure we will head out to try some
axe throwing. Should be interesting to say the least.
Working hard every day in and out for our clients is
beyond important here at the firm, but to stay fresh
and work as a team is just as important. Building
relationships in every aspect of life is crucial to
success and that’s why we add the fun into the work
environment.

STAY TUNED FOR NEXT MONTH’S NEWSLETTER!

WORK HARD

BALANCE
PLAY HARD

